Power pole parts diagram

When buying repair parts, it is often best to identify the exact parts you need by using the
Illustrated Parts Lookups IPLs for your specific piece of equipment not all blades, belts, bolts
are the same. Your Model Tag contains the exact model number for your specific piece of
equipment, and potentially other very valuable information, like a serial number, that may be
needed to locate the correct IPLs on the PartsTree website. Handheld Equipment like chainsaws
usually has one Model Tag. Wheeled Equipment like mowers usually has two Model Tags, one
on the equipment and one on the engine. The Model Tag is a sticker-like label or metallic plate
attached to your equipment in a place away from moving parts or heavy debris. The exact
location of your Model Tag varies by Brand and type of equipment. Click on your Equipment
Type to see suggestions where to look for your Model Tag:. For a Power Rake, the Model Tag is
usually found on the right side of the Frame, near the rear wheel. Remember, the engine will
typically have its own unique Model Tag, usually found stamped or etched into a metal engine
part in one of three places: above the muffler, above the spark plug, or between the overhead
valve cover OHV and the air filter. We strongly suggest taking pictures of your Model Tags or
writing the information on your Parts Manual for reference with future repairs. As always, please
feel free to call or email us if you need any help locating the Model Tags for your equipment or
engine. For a Handheld Blower or Vacuum, the Model Tag is usually found on a sticker adjacent
to or on the recoil starter, or on a plate at the base of the unit. With some Brands, Model Tags
may be placed on the engine block, below the air filter, or on the blower housing. The Model Tag
for your Chainsaw will usually be found on a metal plate in one of three locations: beneath the
handle on the clutch side, above or below the oil fill cap, or in front of the clutch at the bottom,
below the bar nuts. Occasionally the Model Tag maybe on the right side of the engine housing.
The Model Tag for your Chipper Shredder will usually be found on a sticker-like label in one of
three locations: On the lower frame of the unit between the wheels, On the rear frame beneath
the chute, or on the side of the chute near the engine. The Model Tag for your Cut-Off Saw will
usually be found on a metal plate near where the handle goes into the crankcase, on the
powerhead, or inside the rear handle. The Model Tag for your Edger will usually be found on the
shaft below the handle or on the upper housing near the air filter. Engine Manufacturers are
required by law to identify their engines by model and specification " spec " numbers, as well as
serial number and sometimes type and code. The family number on your engine is not needed
for parts lookup. For Wheeled Generators, the Model Tag is usually found on the top or side of
the frame near the handle, on the inner side of the frame next to the engine, under the engine on
the lower frame support, or on a panel above the battery. For Handheld Generators, the Model
Tag is usually found on the side of the housing near the feet or near the control panel. The
Model Tag for your Hedge Trimmer will usually be found beneath the battery, on the right side of
the engine housing, or on the inside of the rear handle. The Model Tag for your Log Splitter will
usually be found on the frame of the unit, beneath the engine, or on the side of the hydraulic
cylinder. The Model Tag for your Pole Saw will usually be found on the shaft below the handle
or on the upper housing near the air filter. If the Pole Saw is an attachment, the Model Tag will
be on the side of the saw head near the gear-box. The Model Tag for your Pressure Washer will
usually be found in one of three locations: on the lower frame, on the rear of the control panel
or on the back of the unit between the wheels. In cases where the pressure washer and the
engine were made by the same company, you may have just one Model Tag, found on either
side of the engine shroud next to the recoil housing or on the side of the engine housing. The
Model Tag for your Pump will usually be found in one of three locations: the bottom part of the
frame, on one side of the metal pump, or on the back side of the frame. The Model Tag for your
Riding Mower will usually be found by lifting the seat forward and looking on the frame
underneath the seat or on the bottom of the seat itself. Otherwise, the Model Tag could also be
located near the left or front right wheel or below the dash control panel. The Model Tag for your
Stand-On Mower will usually be found between the hydraulic pump and the engine, on the side
of the frame, on the frame below the control panel, or attached to the metal below the padding in
the standing area. On some brands, they can be stamped onto a metal plate on the base of the
trimmer. String trimmers that can accommodate other attachments may have their Model Tag on
the shaft of the unit. The Model Tag for your Tiller will usually be found on the top of the Tine
Housing or on the side of the frame near the belt cover. On small cultivators, the Model Tag may
be located on the engine housing. With some older Troy-Bilt Horse models, there is no model
number, only a serial number, these can usually be found by searching on the PartsTree
website by the unit name, like Horse or Horse II, and then reviewing the serial number ranges to
see the range that includes your equipment. On utility vehicles designed to transport goods, the
Model Tag may be located on the right rear side above the hitch, or on the right side between
the back tire and cargo box. In cases where the mower and the engine were made by the same
company, you may have just one Model Tag, found on the side of the engine shroud next to the

recoil housing or on the side of the engine housing. The Model Tag for your Zero-Turn Mower
will usually be found on the front of the foot pan, on the side of the base frame behind the left
rear wheel, or on the inner frame near the right wheel fender. Alternatively, the Model Tag may
be located on the underside of the seat itself or on the frame below the seat. On some brands,
the Model Tag may be found right above the engine on the frame or underneath the engine. For
Mower Decks, the Model Tag is usually found on the top of the deck. The Model Tag for your
Other Equipment will usually be found in a place away from moving parts or heavy debris. For
equipment with covered tines or augers, the Model Tag is usually found on the top or rear of the
housing. For equipment with handles, the Model Tag is usually found near where the handle
attaches to the housing. Visit our Reseller Ratings page. PartsTree All Rights Reserved.
Weather Notice: Shipments may be delayed due to inclement weather. Click here for more
information. There are no items in your default Equipment list. Search by Part. There are no
items in your Shopping Cart. View Shopping Cart Checkout Now. Need help finding your model
information tag? How to Find Your Model Information Tags When buying repair parts, it is often
best to identify the exact parts you need by using the Illustrated Parts Lookups IPLs for your
specific piece of equipment not all blades, belts, bolts are the same. What do Model Tags on
Aerators look like? Chainsaws The Model Tag for your Chainsaw will usually be found on a
metal plate in one of three locations: beneath the handle on the clutch side, above or below the
oil fill cap, or in front of the clutch at the bottom, below the bar nuts. What do Model Tags on
Chainsaws look like? Chipper Shredders The Model Tag for your Chipper Shredder will usually
be found on a sticker-like label in one of three locations: On the lower frame of the unit between
the wheels, On the rear frame beneath the chute, or on the side of the chute near the engine.
What do Model Tags on Chipper Shredders look like? Cut-Off Saws The Model Tag for your
Cut-Off Saw will usually be found on a metal plate near where the handle goes into the
crankcase, on the powerhead, or inside the rear handle. Edgers The Model Tag for your Edger
will usually be found on the shaft below the handle or on the upper housing near the air filter.
What do Model Tags on Edgers look like? Generators For Wheeled Generators, the Model Tag is
usually found on the top or side of the frame near the handle, on the inner side of the frame next
to the engine, under the engine on the lower frame support, or on a panel above the battery.
What do Model Tags on Generators look like? Hedge Trimmers The Model Tag for your Hedge
Trimmer will usually be found beneath the battery, on the right side of the engine housing, or on
the inside of the rear handle. What do Model Tags on Hedge Trimmers look like? Log Splitters
The Model Tag for your Log Splitter will usually be found on the frame of the unit, beneath the
engine, or on the side of the hydraulic cylinder. What do Model Tags on Log Splitters look like?
Pole Saws The Model Tag for your Pole Saw will usually be found on the shaft below the handle
or on the upper housing near the air filter. What do Model Tags on Pole Saws look like?
Pressure Washers The Model Tag for your Pressure Washer will usually be found in one of three
locations: on the lower frame, on the rear of the control panel or on the back of the unit between
the wheels. What do Model Tags on Pressure Washers look like? Pumps The Model Tag for your
Pump will usually be found in one of three locations: the bottom part of the frame, on one side
of the metal pump, or on the back side of the frame. What do Model Tags on Pumps look like?
Riding Mowers The Model Tag for your Riding Mower will usually be found by lifting the seat
forward and looking on the frame underneath the seat or on the bottom of the seat itself. What
do Model Tags on Riding Mowers look like? Stand-On Mowers The Model Tag for your Stand-On
Mower will usually be found between the hydraulic pump and the engine, on the side of the
frame, on the frame below the control panel, or attached to the metal below the padding in the
standing area. Tillers The Model Tag for your Tiller will usually be found on the top of the Tine
Housing or on the side of the frame near the belt cover. What do Model Tags on Tillers look
like? What do Model Tags on Utility Vehicles look like? Zero-Turn Mowers The Model Tag for
your Zero-Turn Mower will usually be found on the front of the foot pan, on the side of the base
frame behind the left rear wheel, or on the inner frame near the right wheel fender. Other
Equipment The Model Tag for your Other Equipment will usually be found in a place away from
moving parts or heavy debris. What do Model Tags on Other Equipment look like? Proudly
Accepting:. Follow us on:. Made from durable nylon and neoprene and printed with the official
Power-Pole logo, this floating lanyard keeps your Power-Pole remote control handy for
immediate deployment. Quickly and easily install or remove the Micro Spike Driver to the
external mounting bracket without tools. Get a clean, finished look while protecting your
fiberglass Everflex spike and your hands with the Power-Pole Spike Wrap. Transfer your Micro
driver unit to another vessel with ease when you have an additional adjustable mounting base.
Allows for easy installation or transfer of the Micro Spike Driver between vessels. Be seen with
the Micro spike lighted flag topper. Protect your shallow water anchor from debris of all kinds
while in-tow to and from the ramp with the sleek Travel Glove. Get more out of your shallow

water anchor by sliding this sleek accessory onto your Power-Pole spike to troll baits and lures
with ease. When it's all on the line you can get total hands-free control so you never have to
take a hand off the rod. Enjoy wireless control from anywhere on your boat. This adapter plate
is used to modify the motor-mounted conection to enable installation of a side-mounted adapter
plate kits. Advanced Power-Pole Remote Control. The adapter plate is designed for port
mounting and positions the anchor with a 2-inch setback and 2-inch rise. The adapter plate is
designed for starboard mounting and positions the anchor with a 2-inch setback and 2-inch
rise. The adapter plate is designed for port mounting and positions the anchor with a
negativeinch setback and 2-inch rise. The adapter plate is designed for starboard mounting and
positions the anchor with a negativeinch setback and 2-inch rise. The adapter plate is designed
for port mounting and positions the anchor with a negativeinch setback and 6-inch rise. The
adapter plate is designed for starboard mounting and positions the anchor with a negativeinch
setback and 6-inch rise. The adapter plate is designed for port mounting and positions the
anchor with a 2-inch setback and 3-inch rise. As a certified power pole dealer, our staff is
trained in all things shallow water anchoring and is ready to assist you along every step of your
boating journey. Some of the benefits of installing a power pole anchor system on your boat
include:. For our boating enthusiasts who are already using power poles, browse our selection
of power pole replacement parts and accessory upgrades. While most power poles come with
the necessary equipment for the typical installation, power pole parts may wear down over time
and need to be replaced to ensure the maximum performance of your machine. Try adding a
performance accessory like a drift paddle or down-rigger to accommodate a more adventurous
experience on the water. All power pole anchors and parts sold at Vance Manufacturing are
guaranteed for quality and qualify for fast shipping. Feel free to reach out to our best-in-industry
customer service with questions or advice inquiries! A power pole is used to efficiently anchor
a boat in an extremely accurate manner that requires minimal manpower and does not add
much extra weight to your load. The power poles found here have several different deployment
depths: 4 feet, 6 feet, 8 feet, 8. The length that you purchase will depend on how deep the water
is where you are planning to anchor. Note that Power Pole does not make anchors that deploy
deeper than 10 feet. Search site:. Nav Menu 2. Power Poles. Power Pole Anchor Accessories.
Hydraulic Fluid. Key Fob Remote Control Lanyard Made from durable nylon and neoprene and
printed with the official Power-Pole logo, this floating lanyard keeps your Power-Pole remote
control handy for immediate deployment. Micro Adjustable Mounting Bracket Transfer your
Micro driver unit to another vessel with ease when you have an additional adjustable mounting
base. Power-Pole Anchor Travel Cover Protect your shallow water anchor from debris of all
kinds while in-tow to and from the ramp with the sleek Travel Glove. Power-Pole Downrigger Get
more out of your shallow water anchor by sliding this sleek accessory onto your Power-Pole
spike to troll baits and lures with ease. Power-Pole Blade Travel Cover Protect your shallow
water anchor from debris of all kinds while in-tow to and from the ramp with the sleek Travel
Glove. Wireless Foot Switch Kit - CM1 When it's all on the line you can get total hands-free
control so you never have to take a hand off the rod. Single Side-Mount Adapter For Mercury
Outboards This adapter plate is used to modify the motor-mounted conection to enable
installation of a side-mounted adapter plate kits. Plate Kit S Port The adapter plate is designed
for port mounting and positions the anchor with a 2-inch setback and 2-inch rise. Plate Kit S
Starboard The adapter plate is designed for starboard mounting and positions the anchor with a
2-inch setback and 2-inch rise. Plate Kit S-N Port The adapter plate is designed for port
mounting and positions the anchor with a negativeinch setback and 2-inch rise. Plate Kit S-N
Starboard The adapter plate is designed for starboard mounting and positions the anchor with a
negativeinch setback and 2-inch rise. Plate Kit S-N Port The adapter plate is designed for port
mounting and positions the anchor with a negativeinch setback and 6-inch rise. Plate Kit S-N
Starboard The adapter plate is designed for starboard mounting and positions the anchor with a
negativeinch setback and 6-inch rise. Plate Kit M Port The adapter plate is designed for port
mounting and positions the anchor with a 2-inch setback and 3-inch rise. FAQ's What is a power
pole used for on a boat? How much is a power pole for a boat? How long of a power pole
anchor do you need? JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. The slightest
sound can be the difference between catching that lunker and sending those fish scattering.
When precision and stealth matter, the Pro II delivers. Claim your spot at the top of the food
chain while you're prowling in fresh or saltwater with the swift, silent and secure anchoring of
the Power-Pole Pro Series II. Designed for lasting performance with the seasoned angler in
mind, the Pro II will take a beating and ask for seconds. Available in 4, 6 and 8 foot lengths the
Pro II deploys quickly and quietly. Comes in your choice of a black or white powder-coated
finish that offers unequaled corrosion resistance. Unconditional lifetime warranty on the

Everflex spike. Free C-Monster smartphone app lets you customize your anchor settings to
match your fishing style. Available for Android and iOS. All pumps come pre-programmed for
each anchor model providing optimum performance in any condition. New heavy-duty hose is
rated up to psi. Pre-crimped connections make installation as easy as plug and play. Anchors
come with enough hose for most installations. Additional hose available in 3, 5 and 10 foot
lengths. Enhanced with C-Monster 2. Learn More. Sign In. Find a Dealer Intl Distributors Make
every cast count. Support your local dealer. Choose an Option Add to Cart. Currently on
Backorder. Questions about the difference in pricing between dealers and Power-Pole Direct?
See the Pro II Gallery. Go From Tube to Heavy-duty Hose. A New Breed of Controllers. Total
weight 8ft â€” Product Construction. Lifetime Warranty Everflex Spike. Product Videos.
Customer Reviews 8 item s. You may also be interested in the following product s. Be Social.
For instant success, just add water and the new Micro Anchor Learn More. Power-Pole U. Patent
No. We ship Worldwide! Contact us for a shipping quote. Includes 15' each of black and blue
tubing. Compatible with and later models only. Pump fitting. Compatible with and later models.
Trim to fit. Hardware sold separately. Mounting bracket for pumps. Mount to floor or wall.
Included with all Power-Pole anchors and pump kits. Replacement Pump Reservoir Cap Yellow.
Woven nylon lanyard with Power-Pole logo. Securely attaches to your wireless remote
transmitter. Replacement rubber grommet for Power-Pole U-channels. Tubing and Green Marine
fluid sold separately. Reversing Relay Modification Wiring harness not included. Not compatible
with C-Monster systems. Wiring harness for switches 20' length. For all Power-Pole anchors
using wired switches. Reservoir has 1 qt capacity. Complete hardware kit for Power-Pole Blade
shallow water anchor models. Includes all required hardware. Bolt Set for Spike Everflex
Attaches knuckle to U-channels. Includes one bolt and bushing set. Fits top or bottom of
knuckle. Compatible with all Power-Pole pumps excluding Bennett pumps. Reservoir not sold
separately. Content copyright. All rights reserved. Replacement Ferrule for Compression Fitting.
Replacement hydraulic tubing. Replacement ferrule for compression fittings. Hydraulic Tubing
Mesh Cover. Knuckle for Sportsman Series. Pump Reservoir Cap Yellow. Replacement floor
mount for all Power-Pole pumps excluding Benn
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ett pumps. Remote Control Lanyard. Rubber Grommet. Need a spare lanyard? Electric Motor
for Pump. Pro Series Pump System. Replacement motor for hydraulic pump. Pro Series pump
system. Reversing Relay Module. Replacement reversing relay. Switch Assembly. Switch Wiring
Harness 20'. Green Marine Hydraulic Fluid- Quart. Complete Rebuild Kit for Blade. Rebuild Kit
for Blade Models. Bolt Set for Everflex Spike. Bolt set for attaching Everflex spike to knuckle.
Bolt and bushing replacement kit for stern bracket upper bolt only. Complete hardware kit for
Power-Pole shallow water anchor models listed below. Bolt and bushing set for knuckle.
Replacement reservoir kit for Power-Pole pumps. Replacement fluid reservoir kit includes: Fluid
reservoir, Reservoir cap, Reservoir seal, 2 Suction filters, 4 Screws. This hardware is included in
the high performance Pump kit for mounting pump-HP includes screws, rubber bushings, and
push fit straight fittings. Optional Wall mount for High performance Pumps.

